Express Scripts Supports Gateway Warrior Foundation

Express Scripts showed its support to the Gateway Warrior Foundation. The Gateway Warrior Foundation is a St. Louis not-for-profit corporation, that raises funds to support wounded service men and women. “The Gateway Warrior Foundation is something all of us are really passionate about,” said Denny Leary, president, Gateway Warrior Foundation. “We are dedicated to raising awareness of the need to support our soldiers when they return from battle.”

Several Express Scripts employees participated in The Gateway Warrior Foundation Golf Benefit, the organization’s fund-raiser, held on Oct. 7 at the Country Club of St. Albans. Proceeds from the event benefited the St. Louis Fisher House (http://www.fisherhousein STL.org), The Mission Continues (http://www.missioncontinues.org) and the Wounded Warrior Project (http://www.woundedwarriorproject.org).

Pictured above: Jon Clark, Nick Jacobs, David Feherty, former PGA TOUR golfer and CBS broadcaster, Kevin Scully, and Steve Kelly.
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